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After nearly three decades in business, one of the UK's largest and longest-standing AV
distributors, Steljes Limited, has been put into administration. The news affects Steljes
Limited-- not other parts of the business, including Steljes Rental.

  

Two weeks ago more than 30 Steljes staff were facing redundancy but the distributor still
couldn’t meet overheads—and the finger is pointing to recent changes in its contractual
relationship with its largest vendor, SMART Technologies.

  

With sales down 2% to £53.85m and an operating loss of £1.28m (fiscal year ending 30 June
2015), sales were slowing on their main product, interactive whiteboards (SMART could have
been as much as two-thirds of Steljes' sales).

  

In April, SMART began supporting resellers directly in the UK and using distribution only for
fulfilment: Steljes had to move from a value to a volume model for their largest vendor.
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  The rapid disintegration of business for a nearly 30-year old respectable distributor gives somejitters to the industry. While some finger-pointing is going on, it’s long been an adage indistribution that one carefully navigates away from a business dependent upon on a solevendor.  SMART made the move it figured it needed to run its own business. Distribution is a toughbusiness where vendors always, always run roughshod over your interests if it is in the way oftheirs.  Such a shame though as Steljes had carved a valuable niche in education and made anexample of value-added distribution that it had hoped to bring to the rest of Europe.  Nigel Steljes, now chairman of the company he started in 1987, had the vision and focus thatled to the company being the first to market in the UK for the LCD panel, LCD projector & 42”plasma monitor.  Hauntingly, their current websites says, “Success with the SMART Board interactive whiteboardhas achieved sales of over 350,000 boards into the UK. Nigel’s hands-on approachspearheaded the company's phenomenal success, with the company being acknowledged inthe Sunday Times fast track 100 companies for maintaining 100% growth for eight years in arow. Since that time, he has played a key role in securing exclusive distribution agreements thatensures Steljes is acknowledged as the true Value Added Distributor of choice for the vendorand reseller communities.”  The administrator told press they will continue trading while they search for buyers for the wholeor parts of the business. While the valuable SMART contract is no longer there, the customerlist and name should have value to national buyers—and perhaps even more value to overseasdistributors (Europe, America). Some Asian manufacturers (maker of whiteboards as anexample) might find a fit—and the Chinese are buying into the Western markets now (considerthe recent acquisition of Ingram Micro) as their home economy slumps.  Meanwhile this news should send Europe’s specialist distributors scurrying to review theirvendor dependencies. And some broadliners quietly clinking glasses as more UK market shareloosens up.  Go Steljes    
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http://www.steljes.com/

